Life Behind The Badge

By Bill Manning

When San Diego police captain Lesli Lord killed herself on August 25, Joanne Archambault was furious.

I went home nervously, afraid that someone might have seen this story. I printed it again and again, checking and re-checking it. The title was "Life Behind The Badge" by Bill Manning. I read the article again, and it filled me with anger.

I don't know how to express my feelings. I just know that I feel betrayed. I feel that the people in law enforcement have let me down.

I was a police officer for 25 years, and I have seen the good and the bad in law enforcement. I have seen the corruption and the abuse. But this is different. This is worse.

I can't believe that someone who was a police officer could do this. I can't believe that someone who was supposed to be a leader could do this.

I feel that the people in law enforcement have let me down. I feel that they have failed me. I feel that they have let me down.

I don't know what to do. I don't know how to move forward. I don't know how to deal with this.

I just know that I feel betrayed. I feel that the people in law enforcement have let me down.
Behind the badge

By Terrie Keenan, San Diego

ed by the badge and the ten hours a week in the
control tower, it’s easy to forget that Air Force pilots
are just like anyone else. They have families,
friends, and lives outside of the uniform. And when
she left her daughter in November, it was

"I made it to Florida with all seven children, ten birds, two cats and our dog.
I never ran into a problem. I put 5,000 miles on our van in one week.
All repairs were done great and it shows."

—Terrie Keenan, San Diego

30K, 60K, 90K SERVICE
$89.95

AIR CONDITIONING TUNE-UP
$59.95

TIMING BELT SPECIAL
$59.95

FUEL INJECTION SERVICE
$39.95

THE RADIATOR SERVICE
$24.95

MAINTENANCE TUNE-UP
$24.95

SMOKE INSPECTION
$29.95

CONVOY AUTO REPAIR
(619)560-9131

Serving San Diego Area For 27 Years!

KENWOOD CASSETTE DECKS
KENWOOD CD PLAYERS
KENWOOD CD CHARGERS/COMBOS

KENWOOD POWER AMPLIFIERS

MOBILE SECURITY/KEYLESS ENTRY

KENWOOD SPEAKER SYSTEMS

"Al & Ed's Autosound"
THE SPECIALISTS IN MOBILE ELECTRONICS
9 SAN DIEGO COUNTY LOCATIONS: OPEN MON-SAT 9 AM TO 7 PM, SUNDAY 10 AM TO 6 PM
Behind the badge

There is a difference in eye care providers...

Unlike practices that offer only very limited services, we provide a full range of eye care options at "guaranteed" prices. We will help you select the very best option to meet your individual needs. Who offers a practice that only offers limited services?

We will beat any competitive price...
On Saturday, September 19th, Look For A Sign Of Good Health.

Scripps Community Health Fair

We're celebrating across the county. Join us Saturday, September 19th, from 9 am to noon as we celebrate our community with providing the best health care possible.

We'll be reading our new logos on our hospitals, medical offices and walkways centers. You'll know it's a sign of good health. On Saturday, you'll find free screenings for linked pressure, body fat and bone density. Enjoy free refreshments and live music as you browse our many interactive health and wellness education displays. And the kids can capture a real fire engine, police and ambulances.

For more health care information, please call 1800-Scripps (1800-729-7773) for more health care information.

Scripps

Dear Matthew Silk:

What officially makes a place "safe"? When the Supreme Court granted the right to "privacy" do they mean that it's "safe"? Where it is at the end of the day? After you have a place to live? In the North Country, I don't have the same offer as in the city. It also has a sign on the road, but I've had no police offer. I've been there the past year and the play has been enjoyable, simply by the presence. I've been there two years, and what would I have to say if I got off the bus, "nice offer." -差不多呢，开到就。

Wlio's Superior Day

Who has the closest and delicious pleasure of being in a nursery? For far too many people, "being in a nursery" is a pretty good as going to jail. They have been sucked into a child protection system where it's too easy to place a child or say they're doing this or that. This nurse right up my alley. Where and at whose home should I go? I've been a nurse for 20 years, it's the same thing, even a different home. Where you cannot cover your home with a sign, you cannot cover your own home. If what is a sight, California, you're back on your own. It's a very real or more. But yes, the presence cannot be explained away by a sign, but it's great food of your money.

A place you can offer the best health care possible. Why be a sign of good health. On Saturday, you'll find free screenings for linked pressure, body fat and bone density. Enjoy free refreshments and live music as you browse our many interactive health and wellness education displays. And the kids can capture a real fire engine, police and ambulances.

For more health care information, please call 1800-Scripps (1800-729-7773) for more health care information.
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MAKE THAT 2 AND 0

The San Diego Chargers are in 2 and 0. Their performance so far this season shows that while they may have lost their first two games, they are not the team they are capable of being. However, their performance in the past two games shows that they are not just a one-hit wonder. In their game against the New England Patriots, they showed that they can play with some of the best in the league. They will look to continue their winning streak against the Oakland Raiders.

The game against the Patriots was a close one, but the Chargers were able to come out on top. They were able to score 27 points and hold the Patriots to 20. Their defense was able to hold the Patriots to just 10 points in the first half. The team was able to move the ball well and had a balanced offensive attack.

In their game against the Raiders, the Chargers were able to score 26 points and hold the Raiders to 20. Their defense was able to hold the Raiders to just 10 points in the first half. The team was able to move the ball well and had a balanced offensive attack.

The Chargers have shown that they are a team that is capable of playing with some of the best in the league. They will look to continue their winning streak against the Raiders and prove that they are a team to be feared.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LIGA

Their fans are excited and they will be looking for another win this weekend.

The game against the Raiders will be a tough one, but the Chargers have shown that they are up for the challenge. They will look to continue their winning streak and prove that they are a team to be feared.

The team has shown that they are a team that is capable of playing with some of the best in the league. They will look to continue their winning streak against the Raiders and prove that they are a team to be feared.
S" Strips and stories and all that, but this story— "Stick and stones and all that," it is the story of a 183-pound box with the name "Game Boy Advance" on it. A peace offering for the games community, perhaps? The story begins with a clear warning: "I don't like games. I don't like the people who make them. I don't like the people who play them. I hate video games—" and then it gets worse. "...and I hate the people who make them. I hate the people who play them. I hate video games..."

---

**Hate-Mail Machine**

It's back, folks! The Hate-Mail Machine is back, and it's gearing up for another round of vitriol, abuse, and general nastiness. This month, we're focusing on the latest entry in the world of video games: the Game Boy Advance. Let's take a look at some of the hate-mail that's been flooding in from the gaming community...

---

**A Dime Anytime.**

500 mins. for just $50/mo:

- That's as little as 10¢/min.
- Pay no long distance to anywhere in the U.S.
- Pay no roaming charges within our nationwide network.

$9999

Clear Digital Sprint PCS Phone™

- 64MB microSD™ memory
- Supports Camera (480x640 pixels) and video of sending
- Digital voice recording up to 210 hours and 10 minutes
- Up to 5-hour talk time
- Up to 200-hour standby time

Sprint.

The Sprint Store At RadioShack.

---

**AmeriCorps/VISTA**

AmeriCorps/VISTA has thousands of positions available NOW.

When you join AmeriCorps/VISTA, you'll not only improve your resume—you'll improve the community you serve.

As an AmeriCorps/VISTA member, you might help start a youth center, establish a job bank in a homeless shelter, set up a literacy project, or organize a domestic violence program...the list goes on. In return, you'll get a living and relocation allowance, health care, money for school, and the satisfaction of helping others.

AmeriCorps/VISTA
800-220-6316
www.americorps.org/now
A Hospital Is a Village of Immense Suffering

On the morning of Tuesday, February 14, I awoke to a sense of unease, knowing something was about to happen. It was like the feeling one has before a storm. I was not sure what it was, but I knew it was not good.

I went to the hospital, not knowing what to expect. I had an appointment with Dr. A. He was a specialist in mental health. I had been referred to him by my family doctor. I was hoping for some relief from the anxiety I had been experiencing.

Dr. A was not reassuring. He asked me a series of questions about my past medical history and current condition. He then prescribed medication and booked me for a follow-up appointment.

The next day, I returned to the hospital. Dr. A looked at me with a serious expression. He explained that my condition was serious and that I needed to be admitted to the hospital.

I was admitted to the hospital and was placed in a ward. The room was filled with people, all of them suffering in their own ways. The noise and the smell were overwhelming.

For days, I lay in bed, unable to move. The doctors and nurses were not kind to me. They were more interested in their own work than in the patients they were supposed to care for.

I was discharged from the hospital after what felt like an eternity. I went home and tried to resume my normal life, but the memories of the hospital would not go away.

The hospital is a village of immense suffering. It is a place where people are forced to confront their own worst fears and face the reality of their own mortality. It is a place where the sick and the dying are cared for, but also where the healthy are punished.

As I reflect on my experience, I realize that the hospital is a microcosm of society. It is a place where the powerless are subjected to the power of the medical establishment. It is a place where the sick are seen as a burden and are treated with disregard.

I hope that one day the hospital will be transformed into a place of healing and compassion. Until then, I will remember the hospital as a place of pain and suffering.
Which FREE SAMPLE will you get?

Free Solution
Free Adjustments
Free Samples
 mộ protección

1-Hour Contacts & Glasses*
PRICES INCLUDE EXAM!

Our competitors' prices don't.

What's all the fuss about contacts? Well, actually, they are.

A chancellor's rejection letter arrived in the mail today. The letter was brief, direct, and to the point. It read:

"Dear Mr. Smith,

Unfortunately, your application for admission to the Chancellor's Scholars Program has been denied. The committee regrets to inform you that your qualifications do not meet the standards set for this program.

Sincerely,
The Chancellor's Scholars Program
"
Reduce your cell phone bill!!

$100 IMMEDIATE CASH BACK!!

PUBLIC NOTICE
Atlas Wholesale Furniture
Warehouse Furniture Sale!

BEDROOM GALLERY

FAMOUS NAMES
Mattresses Available at
Rouses & on Display
Sold in Sets

FAMOUS NAMES
Mattresses Available at
Rouses & on Display
Sold in Sets

BEDROOM

FREE LEATHER CASE in a FREE CIGARETTE LIGHTER ADAPTER

STEP 2: CHOOSE A DIGITAL RATE PLAN
600 Minutes 99¢/hr, 900 Minutes 69¢/hr
STEP 3: CHOOSE A DIGITAL PHONE
600 Minutes 99¢/hr, 900 Minutes 69¢/hr
STEP 4: SWITCH TO PURE DIGITAL PCS & SAVE!

Comings Soon Incentives:
• NATIONAL CARRY-IN
• FREE ACCESSORIES

Call now for FREE next-day delivery.
1-877-368-PCS1

Very small... Very light... Very digital

There are many reasons for buying an LG digital phone. The most important is Real Value. One of the smallest CDMA cell phones on the market at a great price. Superb audio quality, exceptionally reliable and durable. A slim, light design is fun and sporty. Liquid-chip included with the phone and a full line of accessories that won't cost you an arm and a leg.

More affordable than ever.

Visit any GTE location or their agent stores for the lowest digital rates available in San Diego.
We head west, toward a huge Mediterranean villa that is selling for $2,795,000.

"It's a little aggressively priced," Cathy says.

We raster the home and are greeted by the grandeur of the entrance: a curved, circular driveway, a vast stone-floored entryway, and a grand staircase leading to the second floor. The house is a marvel of modern design, with large windows that allow natural light to flood the interior. We walk through the main living area, which is accented with high ceilings, a fireplace, and a large sliding door that opens onto a swimming pool. The pool is surrounded by a stone patio, and there is a large outdoor dining area with a gas grill. The kitchen is spacious and well-equipped, with stainless steel appliances and a large island. The master suite is located on the second floor, with a large walk-in closet and a spa-like bathroom. The guest wing has four more bedrooms, each with its own en-suite bathroom.

"It's big," Cathy says. "And it's very well-maintained. The owner has obviously put a lot of care into this property."
INTEGRITY

When you plunge your fingers into a silky heap of flour, it feels oddly cool and softer than anything man can make. It's dense and weightless at the same time. It slips off your fingers like snow. Picked into a flame, a puff of flour explodes in a crackling shower of sparks. Flour smells dusty and raw and rich. The heat is branded into gold by the oil pressed out of the grain when it's milled. The best time makes the best bread.

The best flour, and time. The recipe should read: Mix flour, water, yeast, salt, and patience.

Among the ranks of hurry-up supermarket loaves are a few that mimic a real wheat taste. But mostly because we've come to believe that bread tastes sweet like sugar. Bread — the old-fashioned, plain, unadorned bread — is earthy-sweet, sun sweet, sweet like meat. It's a taste that can't be added. It develops in the dough while the baker isn't watching. In fact, while the cook isn't watching, loaf bread is baked itself. In early dynastic Egypt, sadbakers-fish-stirred the right spices into just the right kind of wheat dough, enough time passed, and the flatbread rose when it baked. Handmade bread has barely changed in 5000 years.

In the wheat-growing areas of the ancient world, the pasta-based breads and hard rolls introduce a whey that is reserved for the upper classes. That established white bread as the food of the elite and brown, grainy breads the food of peasants.

We hold our bread's own time until the Industrial Revolution. Now bread conforms to our clock. It's mixed, shaped, baked, wrapped, and shipped uncrushed to lands. Its aroma, once sold only to flavor the bread, not because it's needed to raise it. Conditioners, stabilizers, and other additives make the dough immune to the rigors of temperature, humidity, and the personality of the flour. Assembly lines can't accommodate nuances.

In reaction to manufactured bread, the five-year-old Bread Bakers Guild of America champions artisan bakers, producers of handmade breads who work by the old-fashioned clock. Guild member Fred Holobos owns San Diego Artisan Bakers in Escondido. His shop produces 20 types of European country breads from organic, stone-ground flours, including white, wheat, rye, and sourdough loaves, plus focaccia and specialty bread flavored with cherries, pecans, figs, olives, cheese, garlic, onions, and a variety of herbs. The shop is tucked into a niche of olive trees and flowers on South Escondido Boulevard, north of拨打. The colorfully converted bungalow is mostly a stone kitchen with a small salesroom and an office. Fred grew up in San Francisco and lived in France in the 1970s, as a hobo, he's had good bread.

"I'll have to say I've been baking for 26 years. But I started home baking seriously 5 years ago, and I'd had the bakery for 3 years. I read a book by Dan Linder, who opened the first artisanal bakery, Bread Alone, and he wrote very romantically about the life of the baker and
PUT SOME FREEDOM INTO YOUR HIV MEDICATION SCHEDULE

It takes strong medicines to fight HIV. But your medications also have to be easy to take. That's why millions of people now take ZERIT (stavudine) as part of their HIV therapy.

Many people tolerate ZERIT quite well. Because it has few side effects, you take just one capsule twice a day, with or without food. And you can combine ZERIT with most other medications you might be taking.

ZERIT is approved for the treatment of HIV-positive persons who have already received prolonged AZT therapy. However, it is not recommended for use in patients with advanced HIV infections or other conditions associated with 1%. Please read the full prescribing information. ZERIT has been shown to cause tingling or pain in the hands or feet in 13% to 24% of people.

Pain, muscle aches, and fever have also been reported in people taking ZERIT, including some that caused hospitalization. Ask your doctor about ZERIT.

America's largest health maintenance organization.

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

1-800-86-REGENER

Free Consultations
LASER WHITENED TEETH IN 2 HOURS

1800 86 REGENER

Laser Whitening on:
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After A Side-By-Side Comparison Of Digital Services, It Turns Out AirTouch Is On Top.

The numbers are in. According to a recent independent study, we outperformed all other digital services in San Diego. After comparing thousands of calls, the study found that AirTouch digital service is the most reliable.

Specifically, it shows we provide the best coverage. Our calls are more likely to get through on the first try and fewer calls are dropped. Plus, when it comes to voice quality, AirTouch digital ranked very high.

So for the best service overall, get AirTouch digital. Right now it's about a dollar a day, including 675 minutes each month. Stop by an AirTouch Store. Or call 1-800-AIRTOUCH today. We don't just claim to be the best, we've got clear proof.

AirTouch
It could change your life.

1-800-AIRTOUCH
www.airtouch.com
Pray that Michael Douglas

In 1972, Tony Tarantino was a street evangelist. A thin, gentle kid of 20 with bushy reddish hair, he roomed with his older sister up the street from the Spring Valley church where Laura and I lived with a crowd of friends. Tony visited most every day while on his rounds to lead Bible studies at the homes of various believers and skeptics. People told us he used to play bass at Skyline Wesleyan Church, before he gave up music to concentrate on his Bible studies. For his devotion and humility, Tony was becoming a legend around San Diego amongst the converted hippies people called Jesus freaks.

Don't Come Back

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.

Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back. Don't come back. I don't want you to come back.
CHEMICAL PEELS

FREE ADMISSION

Learn what's new in LASER TECHNOLOGY & COSMETIC SURGERY

DAVID M. KUPFER, M.D., F.A.C.S.

CONFIRMATION CONSENT

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 23 • 7 P.M. • RADISSON HOTEL-MISSION VALLEY

Call TODAY to register for our EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR (619) 465-SKIN (7546)

and you'll meet with certified experts.

Enter to win a FREE CHEMICAL PEEL and see for yourself how we can make you look years younger.

SPANISH ITALIAN GERMAN FRENCH
FREE DEMONSTRATIONS 652-3187
Language World

Receive 75 Local Minutes for Only $30 per Month on the Value 75 calling plan. Plus, 500 Minutes of Free Weekend Calling!*
Wholesale prices on rustic furniture, pottery, fountains and accessories. Buy direct from the manufacturer.

Major Brands at Discount Prices!

- Ray-O-Vac
- Bollé
- Nu-Air
- Neptun
- Black Eyed Susie
- Porsche Design
- Carrera
- Harley-Davidson
- Nevis
- Vario
- Mac

The largest selection of kids' bedding, and polished sunglasses. Parts, service & frame replacement available.

SUNGLASS CITY
SAN DIEGO'S FIRST & FINEST SUNGLASS STORE SINCE 1978
1478 Garnet, Pacific Beach
(619) 272-6241
FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE - CODE 7835

Hair For Life
$69/month

The response is our ad in the Job Giant and the Reader was great. Almost overwhelming! We probably got 50 or 60 calls. At the same time, we advertised the position in the Union-Tribune and the Daily Californian. Their combined response was only six to eight calls. Next time I will use the Job Giant and the Reader exclusively. 

- Christine Reiser, Tigo Typographics

J O B G I A N T
EMPLOYMENT / CAREER TRAINING / BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EMPLOYMENT / CAREER TRAINING / BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Free

THIS ISSUE
Achieving Peak Performance

Inspirational Futurist — the man whose vision you can see...and the incredible 516/717
Business solutions. Dermatex is the leader in hair replacement in San Diego. Get a free
consultation and discover the possibilities. Visit Dermatex today.

Call 1-800-925-1999 for a free consultation or appointment.

San Diego's largest circulation employment magazine
The Largest Selection of PRESCRIPTION EYEWEAR

We Beat All Competitors' Prices!

- Women's Designer Frames
- Sperry Loon
- Levis - all sizes available
- Madora
- Best Vision
- Liferay progressive lenses
- Boston contact lenses
- Bausch & Lomb
- Alain Mikli
- GUESS
- Guess
- Clearly
- Flip-on sunglasses

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

CALL US TODAY
213-279-7415

Sunglass Warehouse

www.sunglasswarehouse.com

GUCCI

LAST CHANCE COAT SALE

- Munsingwear
- SAKI
- GUESS
- Puma
- Nike
- Vans
- Adidas
- Champion

Dr. Jefe's
Professional Body Piercer

Any Piercing
$5

Call us to reserve a piercing slot
619-233-1721 / 4944 Newport / Ocean Beach

FABULOUS FACES...BEAUTIFUL BODIES

Aesthetic Concepts offers quality care at unbeatable summer pricing.

Be the you've always dreamed of...

- Laser Surgery: Use the latest in super-pulse CO2 laser technology with scars for facial resurfacing and removing wrinkles and skin blemishes. Also used to correct scarring (LAUP)
- Abdominoplasty: Tummy tucks
- Breast Implants: Reductions and lifts
- Liposculpture: Abdomen, love handles, inner and outer thighs, face, neck, male breast reduction, etc.
- Chemical Skin Peels
- Hair removal - Epilight: This state of the art, beyond laser technology is for long term hair removal. As seen in Viagra & Cosmopolitan magazines!
- Skin toning & cellulite removal - Silhouette: We use the latest nonsurgical technology to tone and tighten skin and decrease cellulite, making skin look and feel healthier. Special pricing now available for the first 100 patients.
- Photofacials therapy - Phoderm: An advanced, beyond light therapy system used to nonsurgically remove the following: Port wine stains and nevusse, spider veins on face and legs, vascular lesions, pigmentation, burns, and scars.

Free consultation with a medical doctor.

Aesthetic Medical & Surgical Concepts 1-800-777-4735 *(619) 295-1779

7 a.m. - 7 p.m., Monday through Friday. Special financing plans available. Credit cards accepted.
The breakthrough! I've been waiting for is LASIK procedure to correct nearsightedness and astigmatism has finally become available.

Until now, the only option for correcting these defects was contact lenses or traditional surgery which involved cutting a flap of tissue away from the eye and then carefully trimming it. The LASIK procedure is a no-flap surgical technique that avoids the possibility of scarring and other complications.

The procedure involves the use of a laser to reshape the cornea, improving vision. The laser is directed at the eye by an optical system, which guides the operator of the machine to the exact point where the laser needs to be applied.

The results are immediate, with 90% of patients seeing 20/20 vision or better.

We are excited to offer this revolutionary procedure.

For more information, please call our office.

M. Joy Berman, M.D.
15223 San Diego Ave., Suite 115
San Diego, CA 92127

---

**Volunteers Needed!!!**

**New Investigational Treatment for the Common Cold**

**Research Study**

**Compensation of up to $140**

If you have the following symptoms, you may qualify:

- Fever greater than 100 degrees Fahrenheit
- Sore throat
- Headache
- Cough
- Runny nose
- Sneezing
- Fatigue
- Loss of taste or smell

**Payment for Your Time and Participation**

You will be compensated for your time and participation in the study with payment for your travel and inconvenience. You will also receive a free flu shot at the end of the study.

To learn more about this opportunity and the compensation you can expect, please call us at 619-557-3400.

---

**Cellulite Removal**

**Free Consultation**

Learn about state-of-the-art techniques! Call today for your free consultation.

**Stio Off Any Purchase**

The largest selection of designer sunglasses in the Gaslamp!

---

**Plastic Surgery**

Imagine the innovation of art, science, and you!

- Before and after photos
- Brochures
- Questions to ask your doctor
- Physician referral
- Information on financing

For a FREE Personalized Plastic Surgery Facts Folder

Call 800-793-3223

---

**Free Booklet - The First Time Homebuyer's Guide. To Getting A Mortgage Loan**

---

**GRAND OPENING SALE!**

---

**WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO BUY A HOME? IT'S YOUR MOVE.**

Let our experts show you the winning strategies. You're invited to attend our FREE HOME-BUYERS WORKSHOP on Saturday, September 19th & 26th, at 10 AM & Wednesday, September 23rd & 30th, at 7 PM. Refreshments will be served.

- Income Property
- Rent vs. Own
- No or Low Money Down
- Loan Prequalification

You will receive a complimentary credit report and financial consultation.

RSVP: 619-681-6832

---

**Sponsored by R.R.E.A.**

---

**Free Digital Phone**

- 14.99/Month
- 100 Minutes of talk time
- 1000 Minutes of long distance
- 1000 Minutes of local calls

---

**Grispe Clinic**

New procedure for heavy menstrual bleeding

A new procedure to treat irregular bleeding associated with uterine fibroids is being investigated.

Contact us for more information.

---

**Eyelid Surgery**

- Upper & Lower Eyelid

---

**Grand Opening Sale**

The largest selection of designer sunglasses in the Gaslamp!

---

**New Procedure for Heavy Menstrual Bleeding**

A new procedure to treat heavy menstrual bleeding is being investigated.

Contact us for more information.

---

**Free Digital Phone**

- 14.99/Month
- 100 Minutes of talk time
- 1000 Minutes of long distance
- 1000 Minutes of local calls

---

**Free Consultation**

Learn about state-of-the-art techniques! Call today for your free consultation.

---

**Grand Opening Sale**

The largest selection of designer sunglasses in the Gaslamp!
**LETTERS**

**Solid Wood Frame With Futon**

**FUTONS 4 LESS**

**Futon Covers $29.95**

**BUY IT TODAY...GET IT TODAY!**

**Futons**

**Do you suffer from...**

**chronic bronchitis, emphysema or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)?**

**soft contacts**

**Includes Exam & Follow-Up**

**WIFE WANTED!**

**1990 Paint-Imprinted Denture Sarcars**

**Balding**

**Hair Transplantation... The Naturally Undetectable and Permanent Solution.**

**INDIGO 38-0173**

**VEGETARIAN ORIENTAL FOOD MARKET**

**7-9 AM 12-9 PM**

**Dolphins, Rings, and More**

**Dolphin Wedding Rings**

**291-4927**

**Affordable Health Plans**

**From Blue Shield of California**

**Health Quote Brokers**

**Private Shepherd Can't Fail**

**1-800-318-7999**

**Mr. Neville Fails To Understand**

**Are you a healthy female dealing with ACNE?**

**We are conducting an investigational study to test a presently**

**prescribed hormonal combination in the treatment of acne**

**Patterns considered in this study must:**

1. Be healthy females, 14-49 years of age.
2. Have moderate facial acne and be willing to discontinue any acne medications or oral contraceptives

**Patients will receive at NO COST:**

1. Examination by a board-certified physician, laboratory studies, P&P exam and pregnancy test.
2. Study medications
3. Compensation for time and travel.

**Call now! Our staff will be happy to answer your questions.**

**619-299-1105**

**Medical Center for Women's Clinical Research**
The three years ago, Rebecca Burns found a song of her father. It is from the album "Onion Hill," which was released in 1968. The song, "Back to the Old Country," is about the father’s return to the United States after serving in the Vietnam War. The daughter, who is a public health professional, has been researching the effects of the war on veterans and their families. The study is funded by the Department of Veterans Affairs and is expected to be completed in 2023.

Local Events:
- Theater Review and Guide page 91
- Classical Music Review and Guide page 90
- Art Museum & Gallery Guide page 92

Calendar

Okay, Bye-Bye, Cambodia
Film Screening

Three years ago, Rebecca Burns found a song of her father. It is from the album "Onion Hill," which was released in 1968. The song, "Back to the Old Country," is about the father’s return to the United States after serving in the Vietnam War. The daughter, who is a public health professional, has been researching the effects of the war on veterans and their families. The study is funded by the Department of Veterans Affairs and is expected to be completed in 2023.
Your World Needs A Wolaver's

Wolaver's
Certified Organic Ales

No招商 vendor and 1.000 vendors of the same type. Free of synthetic sugars and fatty acids. Our eco-friendly products are sugar-free, chemical-free and artificial-free. And best of all, they're delicious! Our unique blend of natural ingredients, traditional brewing methods, and minimal processing results in a beer that's rich in flavor and nutrition. Try Wolaver's today and discover a new world of beer.

pole ale • brown ale • india pale ale

California Institute for Human Science

EXPERIMENTAL PARAPSYCHOLOGY: Evidence that Mind is Independent from the Brain

Hansel Martin, Ph.D., LMTh, Ph.D.
Tuesday, September 29, 2009, 2:30-4:00 PM
UNIFICATION OF EASTERN AND WESTERN MEDICINE (HMS798)
Richard M. Gold, Ph.D., L.Ac.
Brian Bender, L.Ac.
Monday, September 28, 2009, 2:30-5:00 PM

PIONEERING NON-PHARMACEUTICAL TREATMENT OF SEVERE PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS

Leanne Ettorre, Ph.D., Principal Speaker
C.G. Wilhelm, Ph.D.
Saturday, September 26, 2009, 10:00-1:00 PM

California Institute for Human Science

The Only Fish Diamond Hotel with True Ocean Views!

Pacific Beach

Yacht Club

Pacific Beach

Fishing for Cash
September 7, 14, 21, 28
San Ysidro, CA

We've stocked our pond with some bigger fish! And you can double your winnings simply by catching a special double fish. Does not apply to $10,000 prize.

Fish for $60,000 CASH on Mondays at Sycuan!

We've stocked our pond with some bigger fish! And you can double your winnings simply by catching a special double fish. Does not apply to $10,000 prize.

Opening Scare Weekend Friday & Saturday, Sept. 25 & 26
Operas Nightly Oct. 2 thru Nov. 1
520 Main St., 219-3617
Bunsen of Bar & Market in the Goldfinch Quarters

www.sycuan.com

Sunner Specials from PRESIDENTIAL LIMOUSINE!

LUNCH AT HARD ROCK CAFE
$99

DINNER AT TAO & 1 HOUR LIMO TIME FREE! MON.-THU. ONLY

LIMO & DINNER PACKAGE
$155

DINNER FOR TWO AT DAV'S IN CORONADO AND 1 HOUR LIMO TIME FREE!

TEMECULA WINE TOUR
$199

53 HOURS FROM 501 N. CANADA COUNTRY, MON.-THU. ONLY

LIMO SERVICE TO AIRPORTS, HILLS ON THE COAST, AND 1 FREE HOUR LIMO TIME FREE!

Call (714) 929-2300 or (800) 708-7009
The DEATH OF ADAM

Author: Margaret Robertson

Robertson, Margaret

The Death of Adam: essays in moral thought / Margaret Millar, 1968. 233 pages: 250.

Bay Books

Bay Books invites you to meet and talk with

Michele Serres

Thursday, Sept. 17 • 6 p.m.

San Francisco, award-winning British (now Canadian, now French) author, talks about his new book, The University of Wisconsin Press for almost ten years. She is also author of several books on philosophy.
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Family Matters

I suddenly realized why chamber music performances virtually never venture into wild interpretations.

A recent, handsomely mounting and -heightening concert gained the audience, although intermissions gained the heightening and stimulating, and it confirmed the high quality of performance that one must come to expect from this remarkable music institution.

The orchestra music began with Beethoven's Cello Concerto in D, No. 5, performed by the Los Angeles Philharmonic under the direction of conductor Michael Tilson Thomas, who, through his attention to detail and his use of the orchestra, managed to bring out the richness of the music and the complexity of the textures.

The second piece was Schubert's Symphony No. 9 in D minor, "The Great," which was conducted with great poise and precision by the same conductor. The performance was a testament to the orchestra's ability to deliver a complex and challenging piece with grace and precision.

The concert concluded with a encore, which was a selection from Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony. The performance was a fitting conclusion to the concert, with the orchestra delivering a powerful and moving performance.

The audience was captivated by the combination of the conductor's vision and the orchestra's technical skill. The concert was a beautiful example of why chamber music performances are rarely interpreted in wild ways.
The Last Place You’d Expect Love to Bloom
In Shakespeare, emotions are verbal.

Hermione pushes the notion that love is a simple emotion, but in Duquesne’s production of "The Taming of the Shrew," the motivations of the characters are anything but simple. The play, which is set in the 16th century, explores the relationships between Katharine and Petruchio, as well as between the other characters in the play. The relationship between Katharine and Petruchio is complex, as it is based on love, but also on the desire for power and control.

Katharine is a strong-willed woman who is determined to resist the advances of Petruchio, a man who is determined to win her over. The play explores the idea that love is not just a simple emotion, but is also a powerful force that can be used to manipulate others. In the end, Katharine is able to assert her independence and resist the attempts of Petruchio to control her.

The other relationships in the play are just as complex, as they are based on love, but also on other emotions such as jealousy, enmity, and love for the wrong person.

Overall, "The Taming of the Shrew" is a fascinating play that explores the complexities of relationships and the power of love.

REVIEW
JESS SMITH

The Sneeze
"Brilliant...a joyful night"
"Striking performances"
"Handsome and engaging"

During the "Sneeze," a play that is set in the 19th century, the characters are faced with a crisis. The town is suffering from a massive outbreak of fevers, and the characters are left to deal with the consequences of the disease.

The play is a masterpiece, as it is filled with humor, drama, and suspense. The characters are well-developed, and the play is a joy to watch.

SPECIAL STUDY BREAK!!
Save 10% off all tickets up to 48 hours in advance with discount code S5O.

LAMPS
UPSTAIRS THEATRE
437-0600

STAND-UP PATRICK

JOIN US!
The Starlight Lady Presents
For Tumble, Molly Brown: Sept 14-30, 2023
& TITANIC tie-in
"Brilliant...a joyful night"
"Striking performances"
"Handsome and engaging"
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The Starlight Lady Presents
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THEATER

THEATRE LISTINGS

Are you looking for something interesting to do this weekend? Look no further! Here are a few suggestions:

- **Plaid**
  - La Jolla Playhouse
  - Dates: October 11 - November 12
  - Description: A world premiere of a new musical with an eclectic young cast. The story follows a group of high school students with the same disabled brother of brain. Their gender-bending musical is a hit at theaters for adults.

- **Making Memories**
  - 1998-99 Season at The Fox Center
  - Dates: October 2 - 12
  - Description: Dr. Joseph and the Missing Technicolor Dreamcoat

- **Romeo & Juliet**
  - Dates: October 5 - 19
  - Description: The play follows two families in Verona, Italy, whose rivalry leads to tragic consequences for the young lovers. The production features dramatic sets and costumes, creating a visually stunning experience for the audience.

- **Awesome & Majestic**
  - Dates: October 2 - 19
  - Description: A celebration of Jove, the Roman god of love, and his influence on literature and art. The show includes performances of Shakespeare's works, music, and visual art, creating a comprehensive look at the god's legacy.

- **Sparks, Smogdy, Fink and Frankie, the original Fab Four**
  - Dates: October 9 - 19
  - Description: A comedic musical that parodies the Fab Four's style, featuring original songs and a cast of talented actors. The production is sure to bring laughter and entertainment to the audience.

- **The Taming of the Shrew**
  - Dates: October 10 - 19
  - Description: Shakespeare's classic comedy that explores themes of love, marriage, and gender roles. The production features dynamic performances and engaging dialogue, making it a must-see for Shakespeare enthusiasts.

- **The Story of the Drums**
  - Dates: October 10 - 19
  - Description: A new play that explores the history of the drum and its cultural significance. The production features live drumming and a captivating storyline, creating a unique and thrilling experience for the audience.

- **Romeo and Juliet in a Century of Love**
  - Dates: October 13 - 19
  - Description: A reimagining of Shakespeare's classic play set in the 20th century. The production features modern interpretations of the characters and their relationships, creating a fresh and innovative take on a timeless tale.

- **In rehearsals**
  - Dates: October 11 - 19
  - Description: A new musical that explores the lives of drag queens in the 1950s. The production features powerful performances and a heartwarming story, making it a must-see for audiences of all ages.
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Strangeness
On Line One

"I thought I broke my back in three places. When I came to, I had security throw him out."

I first heard a chanted folk song the other night in a little club called Bomb. A woman who lived in a small apartment above it was reading a story from a book she had brought with her. She was a heavy smoker, her voice was rough and her diction was excellent. She had just finished a long speech about the war, and then she began to read aloud from the book. The story was about a young girl who had been caught up in the war and had to make a difficult decision. She decided to join the Resistance, and the rest of the story was about her experiences there. The woman's voice was so clear and precise that I could hear every word she said. The other people in the room were quiet, listening intently to what she was saying. Suddenly, the woman started to sing a song about the war. It was a beautiful song, full of emotion and passion. I was moved by the beauty of the words and the way the woman was singing it. After she finished, there was applause from the audience, and the woman thanked them for their attention. The atmosphere was electric, and I knew that I had stumbled upon something special. The woman continued to read and sing, and the room was filled with the sound of her voice. It was a magical moment, and I'll never forget it. The song was called "I dream of peace."
JIMMY PAGE
ROBERT PLANT

Dana & Schonbrun Club 929 West
The Hot List

THE NEXT WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 23
MONTANA HALL SBSU
PRESIDENT/ONE AGAIN WITH PLEASURE
COMING IT'S GOOD

CALL-FOR-TIX: 619-220-TIXES

Jill Long and John Long Billy Bean and John Long
THE MUSICAL \Nicolette Zagas and Cine Avena Box Office

PRODUCED BY BILL SILVA PRESENTS www.billsilwapresents.com

Saturday

MERL SAUNDERS & THE KABUKIBOS BAND
MISSING MAN FORMATION

LALITUS.Biggs GRAYEAL TRIO

Protesters. Mixed up in a dream. I'm not sure I'm even
protesters. Mixed up in a dream. I'm not sure I'm even
protesters. Mixed up in a dream. I'm not sure I'm even

Sunday

JGB WITH BERT CARLTON RUBNICK

The Steely Manaden
The David Nelson Band

Pure Noodle

Please note that JGB is a Friday event.

Surgeon General's Warning: Smoking Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

CAMEL LIGHTS

11 mg "tar", 0.8 mg nicotine av per cigarette by FTC method.
GRAND OPENING!
MUSIC TRADER OCEAN BEACH!
4948 Newport Ave. (next to Strand Theatre) • 224-7444
NOW 16 STORES!

FREE CDs!
Trade in 2 CDs, get 1 free CD, on approval. No limits. Used CDs.

MUSIC TRADER PAY THE MOST CASH FOR CDs, TAPES, VIDEOS, LASER DISCS AND VIDEO GAMES

MUSIC TRADER PAY THE MOST CASH FOR CDs, TAPES, VIDEOS, LASER DISCS AND VIDEO GAMES

FREE CONCERT!
"PIE HEAD"
Saturday, Sept. 19 • 3 pm
Music Trader – Pacific Beach
1084 Garnet Avenue (at Downey)
As Pretty as a Heroine

Many diners find it difficult to cope with a Vietnamese menu.

T he pages of a French menu are carefully folded, the grapes are plump and juicy, the cheese is smooth and creamy, and the desserts are rich and flavorful. But a Vietnamese menu can be more challenging. The ingredients are unfamiliar, the presentation is different, and the flavors are bold and spicy. This can make it difficult for diners to enjoy the cuisine.

The key to enjoying a Vietnamese menu is to approach it with an open mind and an adventurous spirit. Start by exploring the menu and reading about the dishes. Ask your server or the chef for recommendations and descriptions. This will help you make informed choices and enhance your dining experience.

Additionally, consider trying a few dishes that you are familiar with in a new way. For example, if you like French cuisine, try the Vietnamese version of Co Qui, which is a dish of sautéed prawns with lemongrass and chilies. This dish is similar to the French Coquilles St. Jacques, but with a more spicy and aromatic profile.

Finally, remember that Vietnamese cuisine is all about balance and harmony. The flavors are complex and layered, and the dishes are often served with a variety of accompaniments. By understanding the ingredients and presentation, you can appreciate the depth and richness of the food.

The next time you find yourself facing a Vietnamese menu, don't be intimidated. Embrace the challenge and let your taste buds guide you on a culinary adventure.
### FREE ADS BY MAIL

**NEW AD CLASSES -- RECENT ADDITIONS**

30-line minimum $150.00
150% of space price (no minimum)

**FOR SALE**

- Antiques & Collectibles: $150.00
- Art: $150.00
- Books: $150.00
- Business Opportunities: $150.00
- Cameras: $150.00
- Computer Software: $150.00
- Consumer Finance: $150.00
- Computers & Accessories: $150.00
- Companies: $150.00
- Consumer Services: $150.00
- Employment Agencies: $150.00
- Entertainment: $150.00
- Fine Art: $150.00
- Furniture: $150.00
- Home & Garden: $150.00
- Jewelry & Watches: $150.00
- Land: $150.00
- Leisure: $150.00
- Magazines: $150.00
- Medical: $150.00
- Merchandise: $150.00
- Mortgages: $150.00
- Music: $150.00
- Networking: $150.00
- Real Estate: $150.00
- Religious: $150.00
- Rents: $150.00
- Sports & Fitness: $150.00
- Travel: $150.00
- Transportation: $150.00
- Utilities: $150.00

---

### BUSINESS ADS

- Include your business name, address, telephone number, and hours of operation.
- Accept for display advertising and classifieds.
- Ads must be placed by phone using a credit card. The ad number is required to be used in our FAX or MAIL service.

---

### $6 ADS BY PHONE, BY FAX, IN PERSON

- Name, address, telephone number, and hours of operation.
- Accept for display advertising and classifieds.
- Ads must be placed by phone using a credit card. The ad number is required to be used in our FAX or MAIL service.

---

### NOW ON THE INTERNET!

www.sdreader.com

---

### CLASSIFIED ADS

**CONTENTS**

- Antiques & Collectibles: $150.00
- Art: $150.00
- Books: $150.00
- Business Opportunities: $150.00
- Cameras: $150.00
- Computer Software: $150.00
- Consumer Finance: $150.00
- Computers & Accessories: $150.00
- Companies: $150.00
- Consumer Services: $150.00
- Employment Agencies: $150.00
- Entertainment: $150.00
- Fine Art: $150.00
- Furniture: $150.00
- Home & Garden: $150.00
- Jewelry & Watches: $150.00
- Land: $150.00
- Leisure: $150.00
- Magazines: $150.00
- Medical: $150.00
- Merchandise: $150.00
- Mortgages: $150.00
- Music: $150.00
- Networking: $150.00
- Real Estate: $150.00
- Religious: $150.00
- Rents: $150.00
- Sports & Fitness: $150.00
- Travel: $150.00
- Transportation: $150.00
- Utilities: $150.00

---

### NEW JOB OPENING!

**Data Entry/ Customer Service**

Immediate opening for customer-oriented individual with strong verbal/written communication skills, accurate data entry, 60 wpm, excellent people skills. Friendly environment. Work Monday-Friday, 8:30 am-5:00 pm.

Send your resume to:
Ramu, Personnel Department
Fax: (619) 641-1997
E-mail: ramu@4seasons.com
Mail: Four Seasons Resort Club
1000 Black Mountain Road
La Jolla, CA 92037-6585

---

### Work with a Leader in Mortgage Banking!

**Pinnfund**

- Toll-Free Job Hotline: (877) PINN-HERE

---

### NOW HIRING!

**Four Seasons Resort Club**

*Now offering experienced career opportunities in the following fields:*

- **VACATION COORDINATOR**
  - Customer service experience a must
  - Duties include greeting, checking in and out of room, and answering questions
  - Location: San Diego, CA

- **GRAND OPENING**
  - Call for Branch Manager in California's newest upscale resort
  - Duties include greeting, checking in and out of room, and answering questions
  - Location: San Diego, CA

---

### Free Mammoth Mountain Lift Tickets

**FREE MAMMOTH MOUNTAIN LIFT TICKETS**

To celebrate Mammoth's 80th season, we're offering free lift tickets to all guests who stay at our resort during the month of March. Visit our website for details and to book your stay today!

---

### Earn $150!

**Alpha Plaza Centers**

- National City
- $150 per month
- It's easy, safe, and you'll be helping others.

---

### Paid Beanhead Flyer Carnivals

**Paid Beanhead Flyer Carnivals**

- $100 per show
- $250 per month
- It's easy, safe, and you'll be helping others.

---

### Experience a Lifetime

**Four Seasons Resort Club**

- Grand Opening
- Call for Manager in California's newest upscale resort
- Duties include greeting, checking in and out of room, and answering questions
- Location: San Diego, CA

---

### Work With a Leader in Mortgage Banking!

**Pinnfund**

- Toll-Free Job Hotline: (877) PINN-HERE

---

### NEW JOB OPENING!

**Data Entry/ Customer Service**

Immediate opening for customer-oriented individual with strong verbal/written communication skills, accurate data entry, 60 wpm, excellent people skills. Friendly environment. Work Monday-Friday, 8:30 am-5:00 pm.

Send your resume to:
Ramu, Personnel Department
Fax: (619) 641-1997
E-mail: ramu@4seasons.com
Mail: Four Seasons Resort Club
1000 Black Mountain Road
La Jolla, CA 92037-6585
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24 HOUR PHONE OR FAX FOR PRIVATE PARTIES. UNFRONT ON PAGE 151.
You Have to Get There at Five in the Morning

By Anne Albright

Kid Stuff

When we got home, Angela told Jack she never wanted to go to school again.
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